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While Becket’s relics are likely to have been owned by institutions and individuals throughout much of later medieval England, the reliable surviving evidence for them is limited. Without pretending to anything like completeness, the present essay assesses a range of sources in order to determine (or at least suggest) their usefulness for constructing a historically rooted understanding of the definition, distribution, appearance, and housing of Becket-relics. The approach taken arises partially from an ambition to cover as much ground as possible in the available space, and partially from misgivings about the value of documents whose original contexts cannot be satisfactorily reconstructed. The analysis is intended to contribute to scholarship on the cult of Becket generally in later medieval England: to this end, evidence has been sought widely and Canterbury receives less attention than the reader might expect, although the essay turns to the cathedral priory at the end.

INTRODUCTION

THOMAS Becket and relics go together like blood and water. However, the subject of Becket-relics is rarely tackled by itself, and most of what has been said of it — historically and in modern scholarship — naturally centres on Canterbury cathedral. By contrast, this essay is focused squarely on relics, and reviews evidence from England broadly as well as from
Canterbury. While this broader evidence has not been ignored in the past, it never appears to have been marshalled as it is below.¹ This is the essay’s main justification.

In saying that evidence has been marshalled, I do not pretend to have looked at all of the relevant sources. What follows is no more or less than a selective exploration of ways in which relics appear in surviving relic-lists and other documents, arranged in order to cover as much ground as possible in the available space. The questions asked of this material are basic ones that rely as little as possible on hypothesis. As such, the essay may look like the preface to a larger study; if so, then this is due to a wish to avoid the straightforward listing of examples, which may seem an obvious approach to Becket-relics in England but would involve much repetition and, it seems to me, a less mindful assessment of evidence. From what is offered here, an impression of the national diffusion of Becket-relics should nevertheless arise, and an advance be made on a subject which could easily and profitably be extended. With regard to sources, I have excused myself from deep trawling in the sacred biographies published in the Rolls Series and elsewhere, in part because useful work has been and is being carried out on the evidence for relics in these texts, and in part out of a wish to place greater emphasis on the later middle ages than is usually done.² This orientation is a matter of personal preference, but it also responds to a common assumption that Becket’s cult (as distinct from the quantity of hagiography it generated) waned in the period after 1300. While the notion of decline will not be tested directly here, it is worth saying that although aspects of Becket-veneration in England may have changed in relation to Becket’s political recontextualisation, his homogenization vis-à-vis other saints, the ways he was depicted, and various other things, the cult suffered no obvious setback until the years 1536-38.³ Outside Canterbury, the stake of relics in the late medieval cult – as in individual saint-cults generally – may indeed have declined from an early peak,
particularly relative to that of images, but the evidence for this needs to be tested and a
survey of the relics is one place to start.

To manage expectations about what follows, it should be noted up front that
investigation of the various classes of Becket-relic is beyond the compass of the following
discussion. However, in order to contextualise the examples that arise, two basic points may
be helpful. The first is simply that the most commonly encountered of these classes are
corporeal relics (i.e. parts and products of the saint’s body: blood, ‘body-fluid’, brain, heart,
bone, flesh, skin, fat, hair, dust) and vestment relics, with a third class that may be called
‘personal accessories’ some distance behind but still common enough. One could argue for
more than this, but I will not do so except to notice things like swords and paving-stones
and recognise the concept of ‘locational’ or ‘ambient’ Becket-relics at Canterbury and
elsewhere. The second point is that, while corporeal relics may be thought somehow
superior, and blood is recorded more often than any other type of relic, Becket’s vestments
appear to have played an equally prominent part in the dissemination of his cult among
English religious institutions. Including the burial shroud and worn pontifical ornaments, at
least twenty distinct vestment-types emerge from English documents. The value given to
these items is suggested by various things, not least the role they played in Becket’s
legendary relationship to the Virgin Mary, and also images whose artists rendered
vestments with special care, such as the remarkable drawing of the saint in the Black Book
of the Exchequer (Kew, The National Archives, E 36/266, fol. 10v: c.1240-50) (Fig. 1).
WHILE this is no place to speculate about the quiddity of relics in general, a preparatory observation about historical attitudes to Becket-relics per se is needed due to the vast quantity and range of things that could be counted as relics where a saint of recent and local provenance had owned, used and commissioned much. Like kings, archbishops left a lot of material objects in their wake: in Becket’s case, these included books, buildings, documents (with and without seals), vestments, ornaments, household items, and other things. While one’s instinct may be to regard many or all such things as relics, the sources suggest a distinction. For example, in the inventories of Canterbury cathedral priory compiled for Prior Eastry in the early 14th century, various items associated with Becket, and presumably given by him, are listed with other objects of their type rather than with the relics. They are simply designated ‘of saint Thomas’ (sancti Thome), the form used in relation to other distinguished donors. Elsewhere, at Canterbury College Oxford at the end of the middle ages, books available to the monk-students included some ‘of saint Thomas the martyr’, observing the same form. There is no indication that the inventory-makers thought these books special: the designation martiris was evidently added simply to avoid confusion with Aquinas, who is referred to as sanctus Thomas in the same lists. This distinction also emerges where custodians judged it necessary to state that an object which might otherwise have been taken for a gift or historical curiosum was in fact a holy relic. Thus, in an inventory of the valuables of St Paul’s cathedral in London, dated 1245, a staff or crutch (potentia), and comb of Becket appear, ‘which are regarded as relics’ (que habentur pro reliquiiis). Elsewhere, in a record of episcopal visitation of the hospital of St Julian at Southampton in 1290, a list of moveable items includes an ivory pen said to have belonged to Becket, ‘which is kept with the relics’ (tenetur pro reliquis).
There is no suggestion in the latter two cases that the relic-status of the objects cited was dubious, or that the matter needed testing, as was evidently the opinion with regard to another comb kept at the parish church of Tillingham in Essex, described in 1249 as ‘a small, long comb, once, as it is claimed (ut dicitur), belonging to blessed Thomas’.\textsuperscript{13} Rather, what emerges in these and other documents is that attribution to Becket was not a sufficient guarantor of relic-status. Thus, for the modern scholar, something more definite is needed to identify a Becket-relic, such as inclusion in a relic-list or reliquary, or else direct testimony. Where this appears, there is usually no reason to doubt the historical relic-status of a given object, even if a similar object may not have been considered a relic elsewhere. It is remarkable that when, in the 1230s, some Canterbury monks confessed to tearing a charter issued by Becket, and transferring its seal to a copy, no anxiety was expressed about damaging something sacred. This may have been because the supposedly torn charter never really existed; but in any case, none of the cathedral’s surviving inventories lists Becket-sealed documents as relics.\textsuperscript{14} Conversely, a certain letter kept at the collegiate church of Warwick was listed as a relic in 1464, apparently because it bore Becket’s seal.\textsuperscript{15} These and other factors complicate the question of what may now be identified as a Becket-relic in an obvious way, and evoke some of the general challenges of studying medieval relics.

Fortunately, the different ontological problem of whether a relic attributed only to ‘St Thomas’ belonged to Becket or the apostle for whom he was named, rarely arises. A reliquary recorded c.1482 in the parish church of St Stephen Walbrook, London, contained ‘diuere relicis ‘of sent George, and of Sent Thomas’: this is unclear, and the fact that the church was hard by the place of Becket’s birth is merely suggestive.\textsuperscript{16} On the other hand, part of a shirt ‘of St Thomas’ owned by the Benedictine nuns at Derby in 1536 almost certainly was considered a Becket-relic, because a shirt is one of the commonest such relics
in surviving lists, but does not appear in English sources in relation to the apostle.\textsuperscript{17} The same may be said of the comb at Tillingham, a type of relic recorded unambiguously of Becket in several sources but never of Thomas the apostle (also indicative in the Tillingham record is the form \textit{beati Thome} rather than \textit{sancti}). It is tolerably clear, too, that a reference to relics ‘of St Thomas’ done up in a cloth with those of other saints at Lincoln cathedral in 1536 refers to Becket, because Thomas ‘of India’ and Thomas Cantilupe are designated as such elsewhere in the same set of documents.\textsuperscript{18}

As it happens, there is usually little to gain by fastidiousness about the distinction between historical curiosity and sacred relic mooted above. Clearly, the two properties were not mutually exclusive.\textsuperscript{19} For example, due to the context of the record, it seems likely that ‘a pontyfycall off saynt Thomas of Canterbury closed in silver’ kept at the parish church of All Hallows, London Wall, in 1501, was thought to be sacred as well as curious on account of its supposed provenance, albeit it is not referred to specifically as a relic.\textsuperscript{20} The same may reasonably be assumed of the Becket-comb given to Butley priory in Suffolk in 1534 by one of the canons there, a brass candlestick with Becket associations left by a vicar of All Saints, Bristol, to his church in 1270, a Becket-sandal (\textit{crepita s. Thome martyris}) recorded at the collegiate church of Heytesbury (Wiltshire) in 1220, and an ivory pin (‘pyne de euere’), said to have belonged to Becket, bequeathed by one noblewoman to another in 1319, although, again, none of these things is called a relic.\textsuperscript{21} It is true that in such cases the standards of evidence for relic-status were probably not high, but this question can scarcely be entertained at such a historical distance. These standards are invisible in the records of great monasteries and secular churches and may not have been consistently high there either. It is impossible in most cases to detect the original reasons for accepting a given fragment of bone, leather, or cloth, or particle of hair or dust, as a Becket-relic. If one casts a
wide net, one finds that standards of evidence do sometimes emerge in relation to English relics, but their exercise usually appears to have been triggered by ad hoc qualms about a relic’s source rather than its substance. Thus, for example, the doubts of an abbot of St-Denis about the authenticity of certain Becket-relics (an inch-long piece of scalp together with the hair on it), which he declared ‘to be vain forgeries’ (*vanas et transfactorias esse*), evidently arose from mistrust of the lay servant who conveyed them. They can hardly have emerged from inspection of the objects, because medieval relic-collections, including that of St-Denis, were full of such things. The abbot was, anyway, prepared to admit the relics if they were authenticated by the pope or the incumbent prior of Canterbury, Henry of Eastry (ruled 1285-1331). In short, the question of credibility, so familiarly evoked by the character-sketch of the Pardoner in Chaucer’s General Prologue to *The Canterbury Tales* (lines 694-706), has to be set aside where it does not obviously permeate the evidence.

Accepting the documentation for Becket-relics at something like face value does relatively little to simplify the subject under review because much of this documentation is resistant to even cautious interpretation. This is true not just of relic-lists but also where, as occasionally with chronicles, records of Becket-relics occur in narratives. A medley of issues arises at this point, only some of which can be noted here. Probably the clearest is uncertainty about the signification of terms (e.g. what in formal and material terms was actually meant by *staminum, substantia corporis, benda*, and so on). This problem, which is fundamental to the question of the appearance of relics, is nearly always present to some extent, and has naturally to be set aside for practical purposes. In numerous cases there is no specific term at all, and thus effectively nothing to help one envisage what is referred to. As with other saints, it is common to find Becket-relics listed simply as ‘of’ Becket (*de sancto Thome*, ‘relikes of Seint Thomas of Canterbury’ etc.). There is a range of possible reasons for
this economy, of course – e.g. ignorance, larger interest in reliquaries than their contents, pious lack of concern for detail – but this is beside the point. Difficult references about the number and arrangement of relics also crop up: Rachel Koopmans has considered some of these in the Reading abbey relic-list, where certain Becket-relics are designated ‘in two places’ or ‘in three places’ (*in duobus or tribus locis*) in what now seems an ambiguous way.\(^{24}\) Further, where the existence of more than one list from a given institution exists, the inconsistencies that tend to arise are unsettling because hard or impossible to reconcile. For example, the Becket-relics recorded at St Paul’s cathedral in 1245 do not appear in another inventory of the same scope taken in 1295. Different relics are mentioned instead: two pieces of the saint’s head (*duas pecias de capite*) and some unspecified items lodged in crystal vessels.\(^{25}\) There is not enough evidence here to assume a fluidity among the relics according to which some departed while others arrived. Where more specific documentation exists, as from Westminster Abbey in the period 1467-1520, it is occasionally possible to detect a degree of churn among relics and associated valuables, but it is risky to extrapolate from these situationally peculiar cases.\(^{26}\) One’s instinct is to think that some other, unknown, reason lies behind the differences in the St Paul’s inventories, at least with regard to the absence of the comb and staff/crutch in 1295, items which the canons seem unlikely to have offloaded.

Glastonbury provides a more complex picture, and with it a better sense of the possibilities and problems of the evidence. The abbey’s monks generated at least three surviving relic-lists in the 13th and 14th centuries, two of them seemingly discrete documents and one incorporated into their domestic chronicle. There are differences among the Becket-relics in each case. The earliest list, evidently composed c.1240-47, contains relics of the cowl, buskins (*pedule*), cloak, and hair-shirt, plus a cloth stained with
blood (all common Becket-relics). A longer list, of early-14th-century date, adds much to this in terms of quantity and specific information. As many as twenty relics are now recorded; the aforementioned cloth (if it was the same one) is said to be stained with brains as well as blood, the cowl is identified as the one used by Becket around the time of his martyrdom (*de cuculla qua tempore sui martirii usus fuit*), and the buskins said to have been on his feet when he died. Conversely, and unexpectedly given its popularity as a Becket-relic, the hair-shirt is no longer named, although whatever the monks thought they had of it is possibly included silently under a reference to ‘all the vestments’ (*de uniuersis uestimentis*) or another to *de uestimentis*. The third, slightly later, list in the chronicle is essentially the same except that it introduces Becket’s ‘knife with a coral sheath’ and his ‘ring with a peridot which he was wearing at the hour of his passion’. The increments, which are paralleled in these lists with reference to other saints, suggest an active pursuit of relics over the period, and the ring is known to have been donated by Adam of Sodbury, abbot from 1323 to 1334. Where Becket in particular is concerned, any such pursuit would chime with evidence for the augmentation of his cult by abbots Robert of Petherton (ruled 1261-74) and John of Kent (ruled 1291-1303). It might also be taken to reflect the fraternal ties between Glastonbury and Canterbury cathedral priory reflected in the latter’s martyrrologies. Equally, however, the differences may have some other cause. For instance, it may be that the compiler of the 1240s list, or the copyist responsible for its survival, did not include everything he could have. Much depends on what one thinks these lists were made for. If I. G. Thomas is correct in suggesting that the 13th-century list was actually made to supplement the chronicle that precedes it in the same manuscript then the compiler may not have felt obliged to be as thorough as he might if producing a forensic inventory. In fact, the real reason, or reasons, fall within a spectrum of possibility which (in
the language of realpolitik) is far richer in known and unknown unknowns than it is in certifiable facts.

This point about the bearing of a document’s purpose on its value as evidence in a certain context, which is perfectly familiar to medievalists, can be made more clearly of Becket-relics by turning to Westminster Abbey and Salisbury cathedral. John Flete, prior of Westminster from 1456 to 1466, included a list of relics in an institutional history compiled with the aim of educating fellow monks about the abbey’s glory.\textsuperscript{33} His purpose led him to arrange the contents in a special way, according to both the names of illustrious donors and the identity of the relics. Most of the donors mentioned are kings, of whom Henry III is said to have given various conventional Becket-relics, i.e. parts of the hair-shirt, cloak (pellicium), surplice or mantle (superpellectium), and ‘other vestments’, plus an ivory comb and quantity of blood. Several clerical donors are also identified, including Becket himself, who gave an ivory statue of the Virgin Mary, ‘excessively beautiful and very important to him’ (pulchram nimis et sibi specialissimam).\textsuperscript{34} Flete omitted certain saintly relics from his list, including some important ones, for whom prestigious donors could not be named, because his aim was to conflate the abbey’s spiritual and political capital as adroitly as possible. By contrast, the relic-lists included in two shrine keepers’ inventories made in 1467 and 1479, soon after Flete was working, do not specify the things Henry III gave, and while they include two ivory statues of the Virgin, neither is identified with Becket. This does not mean that the Becket-relics had disappeared in the intervening decade (it is most unlikely that the monks would have parted with such things), but simply that the aims of the shrine-keepers were different and thus that they recorded things differently. These monks had to be able to render an account of precious objects that were vulnerable to loss through theft and carelessness, so their focus was on what they could see: shrines, pyxes, images, and so on. Probably, their
record of an ‘ymege of our lady of iverye with a crowne of golde upon hir hede and our lord in hir armes’ refers to the object noticed by Flete, but because the association of this object with Becket was invisible, they did not mention it.\(^{35}\)

The Salisbury examples reinforce the point through documents made for different purposes than those from Westminster. A 15th-century relic-list in a Sarum processional contains 240 entries, designated in a preamble to be read aloud in English on the cathedral’s feast of relics. It has the iterative form and hierarchical arrangement of a litany, with separate sections for Christ with the Virgin Mary and apostles, martyrs, confessors, and virgins. In most cases, the individual entries simply record ‘a relic of saint’ followed by the name, although a few are more specific as to number or type. Near the beginning of the list of martyrs comes ‘Too relikes of Seint Thomas of Canterbury’.\(^{36}\) It was unnecessary for the purposes of the document to identify these relics by type. However, an inventory of the cathedral treasury taken in 1536 is more revealing, recording a casket containing an arm of Becket and some other unspecified relics, one of which presumably accounted for the second of the two mentioned in the processional.\(^{37}\) The fact that this entry is in a list of images rather than relics per se suggests that the arm-relic was housed in a ‘talking’ reliquary of the customary shape.\(^{38}\) Thus, according to its particular purpose, each document yields evidence not contained in the other.

THE SIZE AND HOUSING OF BECKET-RELICS

THE record of an ‘arm’ here evokes the problem of appearance – that is, basically, of form, size, and housing – which arises when one tries to imagine what a documented but lost relic might have looked like. In the past, the vagueness of sources on this front functioned to the
disadvantage of the cult of relics by enabling assumptions (both innocent and knowing) about impossibly large numbers and clerical bad faith. The records of ‘arms’, ‘heads’, and other body-part relics in the sources are particularly vulnerable to this; one thinks of G. G. Coulton’s mordant remarks on ‘five heads of John the Baptist’. In fact, such a reliquary might be justified by only a small fragment of bone or flesh believed to have come from the body-part it symbolised. This well-known fact helps explain how the English royal treasury could have in it ‘a hede of Seynt Thomas of Canterbury of golde stondyng opo a base’ (assuming this was a reliquary) six years before the Canterbury shrines were destroyed.

In the absence of contradictory evidence, it is a safe enough guess that most Becket-relics were small if not minuscule and did not evoke the form of a specific bone, vestment, or other object. The main grounds for this are first, that most surviving relics of other saints are small and formally nondescript, and secondly, that with regard to corporeal relics, Canterbury’s incontestable claim to the whole relic of the body would have been challenged by the dissemination of large body-parts. A sense of what was probably typical in terms of size and appearance is had from an early-14th-century English reliquary tablet currently on loan to the Victoria and Albert museum (Fig. 2). This has fourteen labelled relics set in the frame behind glass or crystal, four of which are Becket-relics: parts of an unspecified vestment, the blood (evidently blotted into cloth), the hair-shirt, and a burial-vestment acquired at the translation (sventus ad translacionem eivs) (Fig. 3). Each is about 10 mm long or less: this is roughly what is meant here by ‘small’. Broader support for the assumption that relics were typically small is found where a document’s author felt it necessary to insist that a relic under his review was not of small size or quantity. Thus, Becket-relics at St Augustine’s abbey, Canterbury, are described in the domestic chronicle as ‘a great part (magnam partem) of the blood that he shed’ and ‘not a little’ (non modico) of
Similarly, the corresponding chronicle from Peterborough abbey specifies ‘a great quantity (maximam quantitatem) of his blood’ in two crystal vessels. Just possibly, the quantity was emphasised in these cases to distinguish the relics from ordinary ampules of ‘Becket-water’ during a period (1176-77) when that item was popular, but this does not alter the point. Elsewhere, Exeter cathedral claimed a large piece (pars magna) of Becket’s hair-shirt and a larger one (maxima pars) of his bloodstained camisia, Shrewsbury abbey the whole rochet (rogeth integer) in which he celebrated mass, and Waltham abbey a long strip (corrigia longa) from the girdle he was wearing when laid out after death. But such references are unusual, while the specific information that the scalp-relic at St-Denis was an inch in size (or perhaps the size of a thumb: ad mensuram pollicis) is exceptional. Of course, these comments about size and quantity do not apply to certain complete and thus readily visualised objects counted as Becket-relics, including the combs, knife, ring, and image already mentioned, other knives owned by the monks of Bath and Bury St Edmunds, the sword-relics preserved at Canterbury, Carlisle cathedral (recorded 1536), and the Temple church at London (recorded 1307), the paving-stone, or stones, in the Reading abbey collection, and such oddments as the head-hairs claimed by Reading and Wimborne minster in Dorset.

Occasionally, information about a relic-container is given that corroborates this point about the small size of Becket-relics. The pendant reliquary associated with Margaret of Sicily (d. 1183) now in New York is only 5.1 × 3.2 cm, but according to its inscription it held relics of at least five vestments plus some blood. Less clearly, but still indicatively, the monks of the Cistercian abbey of Meaux in Holderness kept a cache of vestment-relics (chasuble, alb, ‘vestments’, belt, hair-shirt, shirt, cloak, plus de substancia corporis – perhaps Becket-dust) in a little box (cistulam) of ivory. Glastonbury’s monks housed at least
seventeen Becket-relics in ‘a smaller round box’ (i.e. smaller than one holding relics of St Edmund Rich), some of them bound up together in packets (partier ligate), conceivably to make a larger thing out of items whose individual size rendered them vulnerable to loss.\textsuperscript{50} And at Minster in Thanet priory in 1536 the nuns were found to have a ‘smale pixe ... with relikkes of seyntt Thomas of Caunterburye’ in their dormitory.\textsuperscript{51} In relation to this point, and for the avoidance of possible doubt, it may be noted that surviving relic-boxes with Becket-imagery, some of which may have been used in England, give no clear indication of the size of their original contents.\textsuperscript{52} These boxes, which are often about 150 or 200 mm long (they are sometimes a little larger), are likely to have contained objects associated with various saints, for relics were routinely stored together for the sake of decorum, security and perhaps ease of use. Many churches appear to have kept most or all their portable relics in one shrine, whose size is rarely indicated but which need not have been longer than 150-200 mm. For example, a 15th-century relic-list from St Chad’s college in Shrewsbury has thirty-seven entries for relics of Christ and various saints kept \textit{in feretro}, including, about halfway down, pieces of Becket’s hair-shirt and the chasuble he was buried in.\textsuperscript{53} In any case, it is unsafe simply to assume that boxes with Becket-imagery actually held Becket relics. A scene of his murder combined with crucifixion or other imagery was generically suitable to a reliquary, especially one holding relics of martyrs. At St George’s college, Windsor, there was a reliquary displaying scenes of the crucifixion of Christ and martyrdom of St Stephen, but it held no relics of St Stephen (it did, however, hold relics of other saints, including particles of Becket’s hair-shirt and bones).\textsuperscript{54}

As a rider to these comments about relic-size, it is worth acknowledging that while small relics were undoubtedly the norm, there was no barrier in theory to claims of larger relics of vestments, pontifical regalia, and other things which Becket could be assumed to
have owned, used, or touched in numbers. Thus, Shrewsbury abbey’s whole rochet is acceptable, as is the fact that Becket’s hair-shirt could be seen hanging up – evidently whole – in the cathedrals of Canterbury and Santiago de Compostela. A reference to a shirt-relic belonging to St George’s college at Windsor having been washed by a laundress has reasonably been thought to show that the object was relatively large. This reference also suggests that the shirt in question was a ‘quotidian’ one not associated with the saint’s murder (for why have a servant wash away Becket’s blood?). These cases highlight a point it seems worth pausing to emphasise, namely, that not all vestment- and insignia-relics ascribed to Becket in the sources were directly implicated in his martyrdom. Indeed, in the absence of any indication that the relic was worn when he was murdered or buried, one may suppose otherwise. Claims that relics came from vestments worn in specific circumstances are of themselves evidence for historical awareness of the tendency of such relics to proliferate. Thus, in addition to the rochet worn at mass (Shrewsbury abbey again) and the cowl worn around the time of martyrdom (Glastonbury), there is a reference, perhaps from Byland abbey, to a relic of the buskins in which Becket was consecrated (de peduli cum quo consecratus fuit). Where they occur, such situational links imply an interest in Becket’s biography, a theme manifest at Canterbury, where the Bohemian nobleman Leo of Rozmital and his companions, when they visited in 1466, were shown the chalice with which Becket celebrated private masses, a spring from which he drank, an image of the Virgin which he often talked with, and other things apart from the celebrated ones to do with the murder. These objects were unique in their associations rather than their types: Hulne, a Carmelite friary in Northumberland, also claimed a cup attributed to Becket, a well of St Thomas at Wymondham (Norfolk) was a local pilgrimage attraction, and another special Becket-image of the Virgin at Westminster Abbey has already been noted. In
general, the assumption that Becket had owned multiples of vestments and other things helps to explain both the geographical and social permeation of his relics and Canterbury’s ongoing capacity to produce them. This capacity is lampooned in Erasmus’s account of the prior offering to gift a sweat-soiled handkerchief to his guests, a type of Becket-relic that did indeed exist (Lesnes abbey in Kent had a relic *de sudario*). It is indicated more prosaically in other sources, including by ‘a relyke of Syntte Thomas of Canterbury’ given to Croscombe parish church in Somerset in 1520, reasonably explained as the fruit of a personal pilgrimage to Canterbury cathedral.

As to how Becket-relics were housed, the indications given above are typical of the evidence. With rare exceptions, one is either told nothing about the matter (as for example with the fourteen or more relics at Reading abbey, the twelve-odd at Waltham, and the nine at Shrewsbury abbey), or a precious container of a generic type is recorded. In a 16th-century list of relics at Coventry cathedral priory, relic and container appear to be conflated: ‘a reliqu of Saynt Thomas of Canterburie parte syluer and parte copper’. Where crystal or glass is indicated, it is at least possible that the relic under or within it was intended to be visible at the time of its enclosure. Crystal ‘vases’ are specified at St Paul’s cathedral and Peterborough, with the relics being contained in the foot of one of the vessels at London. At Meaux abbey there was a glass ‘urn’. Glastonbury had Becket-relics in a ‘crystal’, a term commonly used in such contexts but even less formally distinct. The monks of Durham owned a ‘pyx’ ornamented with crystal stones (though perhaps not of itself transparent), while at Ely, two ‘phylacteries’ given by Bishop Eustache (1198-1215) contained relics of Becket and other saints under stones, presumably clear ones and if so then perhaps something like the surviving reliquary tablet in the Victoria and Albert museum, mentioned above. In the treasury at Worcester cathedral priory there was ‘a monstrans with pe
brayns of Seint Thomas of Canterbury’. While a see-through container seems particularly well-suited to displaying blood or brains, which were striking and evocative relics, these references cover a range of relic-types, including vestments. A container for Becket-related items might just as well be opaque, of course, as those at Salisbury, Windsor, Glastonbury (the ‘smaller pyx’), Meaux (the ivory pyx), and elsewhere evidently were. At Meaux, twelve Becket-relics were sealed in a silver cross, and at Lesnes abbey, which was dedicated to Becket, relics of his chasuble, dalmatic, handkerchief, and silk winding-sheet were enclosed with others of Christ and the Virgin in the foot of a cross which seems to have stood on the high altar. The list associable with Byland abbey includes relics deposited in an altar dedicated to St Stephen in 1200: along with the relic de peduli were particles of the hair-shirt and cowl, plus bones of other, older saints. At Peterborough there were two altaria de lapidibus on which Becket’s body was laid out (super quos ... occubuit), which have reasonably been interpreted as paving stones incorporated into portable altars.

These attempts to say something about the size, form, and housing of Becket-relics do not amount to an argument for how these relics were actually viewed. In fact, relics of all descriptions are in most cases likely to have been normally invisible in the later middle ages, and permanently so where they were kept in grand shrines or buried in altars or the foundations of buildings. Without speculating on the purposes and functions of Becket-relics in any detail, it seems probable that most of them were normally accessible only to the sacrists, shrine-keepers etc. responsible for their care. Except at Canterbury cathedral and some continental churches which attracted English pilgrims (e.g. Compostela; Sta Maria Maggiore in Rome, where there was an ‘arm’), relics of the saint usually seem to have formed unexceptional elements of larger collections that were locked away out of sight to keep them secure.
cupboards were opened to public view (as happened at Durham), but were presumably not noticed individually by most viewers on these occasions. In fact, the majority of Becket-relics probably had no specific ritual functions, unless included among items taken on procession, selected for display on an institution’s feast of relics, or venerated individually at Becket’s liturgical feasts; and there appears to be little specific evidence about this. Plainly, this does not mean they were ineffective, for any institution’s relics functioned in unison to enhance its prestige, increase the number of its divine protectors, and other things.

It is always possible, of course, that Becket-relics were exposed for distinct veneration in response to regional pilgrimage, particularly in the early days of the cult. However, there is a mismatch between evidence for such pilgrimage and documented relics. Thus, even if it is true that the relics brought to Peterborough c.1177 by Benedict made the abbey ‘an important centre of Becket’s cult in the Midlands’, there is nothing apart from their topicality to suggest they were displayed. Again, at Beverley Minster, where Becket had been provost, the chapel of St Thomas the Apostle annexed to his prebend became a site of local interest immediately after his translation in 1220, but no relic is said to have existed there. The church of St Thomas of Acre in London, which stood on the site of Becket’s birthplace, yields no evidence I can find of relics, although its custodians presumably claimed some. Perhaps in such cases the building and its ambient space were regarded as relics in the way the Virgin Mary’s house at Walsingham was: here, one thinks of the chapels that William Fitzsthephen states were constructed by denizens of Canterbury in places where Becket had trodden. If one starts to admit this sort of thing then the problems and possibilities of identifying relics arise in a way already discussed of objects associated with Becket but not documented as relics.
Perhaps a more likely exception to these suggestions about the invisibility of Becket-relics are examples kept in parish churches and chapels, public places where the scarcity of sacred objects heightened their relative prestige. The fact that Becket-relics are singled out in some parochial documents tends to support the idea. The book at All Hallows, London Wall, the comb at Tillingham, ‘relyke’ at Croscombe, and a pastoral staff recorded at St Edmund’s church, North Lynn (Norfolk), in the 1360s, which Becket ‘had carried in his hand’ (in manu gestabat), are likely to have belonged to modest, institutionally appropriate relic-collections whose other elements were thought less noteworthy. Thus, at St Edmund’s church in North Lynn, a feretrum is mentioned immediately after the Becket-staff, while in addition to its Becket-comb, Tillingham had ‘relics in a feretrum of gilded wood’ and ‘a small feretrum for bones, with little relics’. It is clear in these cases that the Becket-relics stood out at the time of documentation. In such contexts, the use of Becket-relics was probably more active than was generally the case in the collegiate and monastic domain. A sense of practical function is had from a record of visitation of the parish of Wisborough Green (now West Sussex) made in August 1538. Here the church had at least eighteen relics, including particles of Becket’s blood, vestments, and tomb, plus a ‘chymer’ – probably a robe or cloak (chimera), or part thereof – ascribed to him. These items, along with the rest of the collection, were said by respected parishioners to ‘have been used and offered unto time out of mind’.

CANTERBURY

This overview of Becket-relics may be rounded out by turning squarely to Canterbury cathedral, whose records and architecture do much to compensate for the haziness of
evidence in other quarters. Prior Eastry’s inventories, the reports of foreign visitors, and much incidental material combine to give a sharper sense of quantity and variety than may be had for any other relic-cult in medieval England.\textsuperscript{82} The documents allow one to appreciate not only what the monks said they had and how it was housed, but also the arrangements they contrived in order to generate meaning. These arrangements are indicated by the building’s larger punctuation with stations of major significance (the shrine in the Trinity chapel, the martyrdom, crypt with its tomb, and corona), and also by narrower juxtapositions such as those between the point of Richard the Breton’s sword and the spot on which Becket died, and the hair-shirt – first and enduring proof of his monasticism – hanging by the shrine itself.\textsuperscript{83} It seems paradoxical that at the centre of all this was the towering invisibility of the whole relic itself, elevated and doubly encased in the shrine and shrine-cover. Present absence (so to speak) was the norm with whole relics in great churches and vital to their charisma. ‘You saw the bones? … No, that’s not permitted, nor would it be possible without the use of ladders’: thus Erasmus.\textsuperscript{84} The base metal badges from Canterbury representing a mitred body below a reliquary reflect a desire to manifest something only really visible by the eye of faith alone (as such they are testimony to what has been called ‘frustrated seeing’).\textsuperscript{85} While a widely discussed interpretation of these objects as candid reflections of the shrine’s post-1220 form may be superficially tempting, it misses the point that the marvellous opulence of the reliquary was considered the most faithful manifestation possible of the extraordinary thing it contained, in relation to which a sculpted effigy could only have seemed banal.\textsuperscript{86} The great \textit{feretrum} was, ultimately, a sort of vestment-relic in its own right: at least one chronicler called it Becket’s ‘precious tunic’.\textsuperscript{87} The precise form of the shrine is in any event frustratingly obscure, in spite of the pilgrims’ accounts. Here is Canterbury’s share in problems raised throughout this essay.
Fortunately, the building remains to feed one’s imagination, and for that matter to admit detailed digital reconstruction of its Trinity chapel.\textsuperscript{88} Indeed, more than imagination and virtual reality are at issue here, for some of the surviving architecture was originally thought to have its own relic-status in relation to Becket’s cult. Wenzel Schaseck, Leo of Rozmital’s scribe, includes the columns at the entrance to the Lady chapel (i.e. in the martyrdom) among the choicest relics shown to his company by the cicerone, and the shrine-area pavements, which may still incorporate stones from the Romanesque pavement on which Becket’s dead body lay, were once supposedly impressed with petrosomatoglyphs of the saint’s feet.\textsuperscript{89} More subtly, but no less clearly, the creamy and pink-red stones of the piers flanking the shrine-space were evidently chosen to represent the qualities of purity and martyrdom evoked by Becket’s biographers, qualities that were central to his much vaunted association with Christ. Paul Binski has made a powerful case for the historicity of this symbolism, which may be footnoted by Bede’s testimony, given in the Historia ecclesiastica and thus monastic common knowledge, that the colour of Christ’s tomb in Jerusalem was itself ‘white mingled with red’.\textsuperscript{90} That the monks themselves were alive to this symbolism – and its utility – is further indicated by their claim, in a defensive letter written to Innocent III in 1198, that Becket had recently ‘rubricated’ the stones of their church with his blood and brains, and that this was the ultimate proof of their liberties.\textsuperscript{91} It goes without saying that this building has the best claim to recognition as a locational relic, even if its authentic ambience has vanished.
IN the early 16th century, monks of Canterbury cathedral priory evidently started adopting ‘Thomas Becket’ as a name in religion, something not recorded at an earlier date. One of these men, who died c.1520, had his name erased from the priory’s martyrology after the royal proclamation against Becket was published in 1538, but someone realised the error and reinstated the name. The evidence for this mistake nicely evokes the ambiguities and subtleties that subsisted for medieval people beneath the surface of written words. One is constantly up against this matter when reviewing the documentation for Becket-relics in England, and, given how generally apt medieval evidence is to wrongfoot easy assumptions, a cautious approach to the questions of identification, nature, display, significance, and other things raised in this essay has seemed best.

What it is safe to assume is that the distribution of Becket-relics in medieval England was both geographically wider and socially deeper than one can actually show. There were surely hundreds of examples: one thinks, for a start, of the religious houses and parish churches dedicated to the saint, few (if any) of which yield direct evidence for relic-ownership. These facts of having been widely distributed and deeply embedded are almost certainly latent in the texture of the evidence that has been reviewed here, just as they are likely to be in the appearance and distribution of the saint’s iconography. Whether this could be successfully demonstrated is, perhaps, another matter, but in any case, the possible avenues for further work on Becket’s relics are various, and include questions about lay ownership and use, transmission, and the parallels drawn historically between Becket and other saints (a topic with a clear art historical dimension). These saints include not only the obvious candidates – the Virgin Mary, Stephen, George, Dunstan, Edmund Rich, Edward the Confessor, etc. – but also regional figures whose association with Becket might
serve a reputational or political purpose: St Kentigern at Glasgow comes to mind here.94 I hope the advocacy of such work will be regarded as this essay’s main purpose.
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